MARCH 2021

FUN IDEAS FROM OUR GWRRA MEMBERS
CANADA DISTRICT NL-A
Th P.A.N.T GAME Place, Animal, Name, Thing (nothing to do with pants)
Players need a pen and paper to play.
The Host picks 4 letter one at a time. Each player has 15 seconds to
write down the last name that starts with the letter.
A famous person’s first or last name.
A name of a place the starts with that letter
A animal with that starts with that letter
A thing that starts with that letter
At the end of saying the 4 letters, ask all people who answered the 4
questions for each letter to put their hands up. Go thru each one to say
and verify each answer. Award 1 point for each correct answer. - Most
point wins. In case of a tie, ask more letters until you have a winner.
IOWA DISTRICT CHAPTER IA-I
The scheduled event was to be a joint group ride involving members of Iowa’s
Chapter I and Chapter F. However, the weather was a bit chilly to take the two
-wheelers or the three- wheelers to view the autumn foliage. The decision was
made to instead resort to four-wheeled transportation. But as the Members of
Chapter F arrived at the pre-designated meeting spot, we informed them that
we were adding a twist……
At every stop throughout the two-day planned trip, whether it be a group gasoline stop, a meal stop, or a stop at an attraction…. it would be mandatory that

every member inside a car, minivan, or SUV (other than the driver) would be required to switch to another car, minivan, or SUV!

There would be no “We always ride together…”, no “I always have to ride in the
back….”, no [insert traditional clique excuse here]... just an opportunity to

broaden one’s horizons... get out of your comfort zone… meet new people in an
enclosed, inescapable environment….
Enhancing the Membership of GWRRA!

Give it a spin!

KENTUCKY CHAPTER Y
I started a column in our Newsletter a few years ago that may be worth
considering for other Chapters looking for something to invigorate and
entertain the members as we "patiently" wait for the day we can safely
gather again. I called it "This Is Us", stealing the title of a popular TV
show.
I got the idea from when I worked in the Denver Regional Office of the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. At a staff meeting we were asked to tell
the group one thing that no one knows about you. The responses
ranged from interesting to astounding with one person saying "I was
born in a hut in Poland."

When I returned to the field, I posed the same question to our Chapter
W members in Nebraska. Again, we learned some really neat things
about our folks that, otherwise, we would have probably never known.
Fast forward to Kentucky where I decided to write the column about
This Is Us. Each month I would have a picture of the couple or individual being featured and a short write up they provided telling us some
things we probably didn't know and, again, we learned some awesome
things about our Chapter members.
So if you're looking for something to add to your Newsletter that will be
fun and interesting to read, consider a This Is Us type column and see
what things you can learn about your Chapter members that you might
otherwise not have found out.

WASHINGTON DISTRICT
This entire country is praying for the same thing. The question is, “what
can we do in the meantime.” Here’s an idea that will help chapters stay in
touch. Build a Dinner: Divide your chapter up by area’s. If there are 5 members in an area each member can prepare a portion of the dinner. The portion you prepare needs to serve the 5 members (couples) in your group. At
a specified time drive your servings to the members in your group. Once all
5 portions of the meal are delivered you can then eat the dinner. You can
also use a zoom call and have everyone eat in front of the computer and
enjoy the experience together. (For instance, if a chapter has 40 members
that would be 8 groups of 5 members.) Your group should talk and decide
how many courses you’re interested in making. It can be whatever you decide, that’s one of the fun parts. For example, it could be spaghetti and salad, with or without desert. It could be meatloaf and baked potatoes with
salad and desert; it could be a casserole, salad, and desert. Your group
could start with a glass of wine that would add a course if you’re at home.

